
// CombiSys: A Modular Machine Concept for up to 
12,000 Containers per Hour. /// 

Following the success of VarioSys® - a production system that combines machine modules 
with isolators - special machine manufacturer Bausch+Ströbel is launching another 
system solution: CombiSys.  It processes a wide variety of  packaging materials on a single 
platform and reaches a speed of 12,000 containers per hour with 100 percent IPC.  
A modular design and standardized components cuts down on design and manufacturing 
hours, reducing the delivery time. Size part changeovers and maintenance have been 
made much easier because all CombiSys work stations are based on the same working 
principle. CombiSys requires few size parts and changing over to a different container is 
straightforward and easily managed. At the moment, CombiSys can process nested RTU 
syringes, vials or cartridges. In the future, CombiSys will be available for processing bulk 
containers as well. 

Three dosing systems on one machine 
Today, flexibility is highly valued not only when it comes to packaging materials, but also 
with regard to dosing methods. If different drugs with different validated dosing 
technologies must be processed on one production line, several dosing stations must be 
provided for from the start; otherwise, the line must be converted.  Now, a multi-dosing 
unit makes it unnecessary to convert the equipment because it contains peristaltic pumps, 
rotary piston pumps and time/pressure dosing equipment. A central driving system makes 
the unit compact and space-saving. 

CombiSys is the ideal solution for contract manufacturers and drug manufacturers who 
need greater flexibility and consider the adaptability of their machines a competitive 
advantage. 
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